DISCUSSION GUIDE
**WARNING— SPOILERS AHEAD!**
HANNAHÕS CHARACTER AND PERSPECTIVE
1. At the beginning of the novel, Hannah seems to think she’s right about pretty much everything.
She thinks her institutionalization is a misunderstanding, and she doesn’t seem all that upset about
what happened to Agnes, or sorry for her secret relationship with Jonah. Did this affect the way you
felt about Hannah’s character? Did it make it harder—or easier—to relate to her?
2. Hannah might be described by some readers as an “unlikable character.” Do you find her “likable”?
Do you think it’s important for a character to be “likable” to enjoy reading a story? Did you find
Hannah more or less “likable” as the story went on?
3. There are lots of different types of unreliable narrators: some narrators outright lie to readers, others
perceive their worlds differently from those around them, and still others are unreliable simply
because they’re telling their stories from their perspectives, bringing their own opinions and biases
to the page. (Hannah might be unreliable in all these ways!) Did you enjoy reading a story from the
perspective of an unreliable narrator? What other books have you read with unreliable narrators?

HANNAHÕS PARENTS
1. Hannah and her parents like to say that Hannah was “born mature,” yet, of course, as Dr. Charan
points out, no one is actually born mature. Do you think Hannah’s parents never really gave her a
chance to be anything else?
2. In chapter 46, Hannah’s father refers to Lucy and Jonah as
Hannah’s “imaginary friends.” Dr. Charan tries to explain that
Hannah’s hallucinations weren’t imaginary friends—Lucy and
Jonah were real for Hannah. Do you think Hannah’s parents will
ever understand?
3. Hannah believes her mother is ashamed of her diagnosis: Mrs.
Gold tells the flight attendant her medicine is for a headache,
says Hannah’s teachers will keep her condition confidential. Do
you think Hannah’s mother is embarrassed? Does she think she’s
protecting Hannah or herself ? (Or both?)
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4. Hannah thinks her parents don’t react well to the news of her illness. Still, her mother gives
Hannah her medicine and arranges for her to have a new doctor when she goes home. Could
Hannah’s parents be reacting better than Hannah realizes? Are you hopeful that Hannah and her
parents might come to a better understanding over time?

HANNAHÕS FRIENDSHIPS
1. Throughout the story, Hannah refers to the many best friends she’s had over the years. Do you
think Hannah really cared about these friends? Why do you think she was drawn to girls who felt
like “projects”?
2. Dr. Charan says that Hannah “may remember Lucy and Jonah better than she remembers other
friends… It’s called the generation effect.” Why do you think hallucinatory memories are so
powerful? Do you think Hannah will continue to miss Jonah and Lucy?

HANNAHÕS WORLD
1. Before her time in the institute, Hannah had what looked like an almost perfect life: adoring
parents, fancy vacations, wealth and privilege. But as we get to know her, it becomes clear that
her life wasn’t all that perfect. Do you think Hannah was in denial about the flaws in her life—her
parents’ neglect, her lack of deep, true friendships? Or was she really unaware that those flaws
existed?
2. On her way to the airport, Hannah considers what story she’ll tell her classmates about her time
away. What do you think Hannah will tell her classmates when she returns to school?
3. At the end of the book, Hannah questions whether she might have
hallucinated more of her experience than she yet realizes. Do you
think it’s possible that she might have been going to group therapy,
to the cafeteria, to art therapy without realizing it? If not, do you
think Dr. Charan behaved responsibly in keeping Hannah isolated?
4. As Hannah sits on the plane in the novel’s final pages, she considers
not taking her medication, hoping she might be able to see Lucy
and Jonah again. It’s only when her mother forces her that she
takes her pill. What do you think lies in Hannah’s future?

